dog hunter selects AKIZUKI DENSHI TSUSHO as new distributor partner

dog hunter, leading in the development of WiFi modules supported by the Linino distribution, is glad to announce that Japan-based AKIZUKI DENSHI TSUSHO CO., valuable distributor of electronic components, is the new official reseller of Arduino YUN and Linino ONE, for Japan.

Zug, November 21, 2014 - The just-concluded Maker Faire Tokyo has been a great opportunity for Linino, which attended as gold sponsor, to meet Japanese makers, but above all, it has been the occasion for dog hunter to announce the Japanese Akizuki Denshi Tsusho, leader in electronic components distribution, as a new distributor of dog hunter’s products to Japan.

“We are glad to welcome Akizuki Denshi Tsusho in dog hunter’s partner program” said Federico Musto, dog hunter’s President and CEO “Akizuki Denshi Tsusho’s widespread network, skillfully exploited by its experience, will definitively provide us with full penetration of the Japanese DIY, Educational and Professional markets. We are confident that working with them will open new perspectives for dog hunter.”

The agreement includes distribution of Linino ONE, a PCB breadboard developed with Atmega 32u4 MCU and QCA MIPS 24K SoC CPU operating
up to 400 MHz, Arduino Yun a micro controller board based on the ATmega32u4 and the Atheros AR9331 and their Add-ons.

Akizuki Denshi Tsusho is a valuable distributor of electronic components, based in Japan. Established in 1978 and constantly growing and expanding, it features factories manufacturing modules by using SMT machines, but above all, it has a long and solid experience in reselling electronics components all over Japan. As a matter of fact, at the moment, they can boast a very high capacity to penetrate the markets of Japanese business users, Makers and Students and can guarantee the most competitive prices in their Country.

dog hunter
dog hunter is a company based in Zug (CH), in USA and Taiwan, specialized in the design and development of WiFi modules supported by Linino distribution for educational, hobby and industry.

Linino
Linino is a distribution based on OpenWRT with about 3000 package built and available. Linino provides a fully writable filesystem with package management with GPG signature.
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